SEA TROUT TRACKING PROJECT
The Skye and Lochalsh Rivers Trust (SLRT)
is taking part in an exciting new study that
monitors the movement of adult sea trout in
coastal areas, particularly sea lochs. This
research is important in understanding
migration patterns of our native sea trout
and identifying important feeding grounds
for the fish.
This 2-year study is being conducted in
Loch Snizort and Loch Greshornish and you
will likely see a small number of our staff in
these areas at various times of the year. Our
time spent in the sea lochs will be spent
checking our tracking equipment and
catching the sea trout that will be included in
the study. We are using a variety of different
licensed netting techniques to catch the fish
in both freshwater and salt water. When the
fish are captured, they are tagged with a
small transmitter and released back into the
water to carry on swimming!

You might also see some of our
hydrophones at low tide in the estuaries of
these sea lochs. These listening devices are
designed to hear the transmitters in the fish
and will tell us where the fish is moving. If
you see one of these hydrophones, please
leave it where you find it, but take a photo
and contact SLRT. We’ll be able to tell you a
bit more about what you’ve found!

If you are fishing in the area and catch a sea
trout with a yellow floy tag attached just
beneath its dorsal fin, we would be grateful if
you would return it to the water. If you are
able to safely take a note or a picture of the
number on the yellow tag before releasing
the fish, please send it to us!

If you have any questions, please visit our
website (slrt.org.uk) for an overview of the
project or contact Isabel
(biologist@slrt.org.uk; 07852 280814) for
more information about how you can get
involved with the project.
Thank you for your help, we can’t wait to
share our results with you!

